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Two take-aways from this presentation:

▪ There are a lot of common urban governance challenges that need to 

be fixed for better policy outcomes.

▪ Cities have been able to elevate some of these governance challenges 

through targeted reforms. 



We often hear these challenges..

• We don’t know who is responsible for that decision.

• The city authority doesn’t control the entire jurisdiction of the city.

• Many plans exist in paper, but don’t get implemented on the ground.

• There is little coordination between various government agencies.

Which one’s do you think are the most important in your city? 



Three lens to categorise these challenges:



1. Spatial

▪ Many fast-growing cities have expanded beyond the administrative 

boundaries of a single local government jurisdiction, at times 

exacerbated by reluctant decentralization policies.

▪ The cost of fragmented spatial span can be significant: evidence from 

OECD countries shows that for a given metropolitan area, halving 

the number of local government units raises productivity by 6%.



Source: WRI India, prepared for BBMP Restructuring Committee, 2017.



2. Functional

▪ In many cities, responsibilities tend to be fragmented: the same 

function can belong to several different agencies or completely 

forgotten altogether. In other cases, authority is concentrated within the 

central governments away from the city.

▪ In many cities, as actors have become increasingly specialised to 

undertake specific actions, the ensuing challenge has been the 

emergence of organisational silos which prevent agencies from sharing 

information and collaborating to make policy decisions.
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3. Temporal

▪ Cities need to be able to plan and act in advance of future growth. 

These investments can take several years to build and even longer to 

pay off. 

▪ However, in many cities, decisions are often taken over the short-term 

horizon. This leads to retrofitting infrastructure (which can be three 

times more expensive) and policymakers' inability to manage 

expectations for the individual decisions made by people and firms to 

locate and invest in a city.



In some cases, national and city leaders 

have been able to improve governance 

across these three - spatial, functional, and 

temporal - dimensions through targeted 
reforms.



Expanding spatial span of governance 

Merging local units to align 

administrative and economic 

boundaries of a city: before 

1994, Cape Town comprised of 

61 local government entities. 

Today, the city is governed under 

a single-tier government. 

Establishing voluntary 

cooperation bodies to provide 

integrated service delivery: in 

São Paulo metropolitan area, 

seven municipalities collaborate 

voluntarily through the Greater 

ABC Inter-municipal Consortium 

on key policy areas.



Improving functional responsibilities 

▪ Establishing a lead or integrated agency for providing key 

public service.



▪ Using fiscal transfers to local governments as a catalyst for 

long-term investments.

Improving temporal span of governance 



Dedicated organisations to 

provide long-time planning

Parastatal bodies with common 

purpose to undertake service delivery 

in key policy areas



▪ Google “IGC Cities that Work” to find our work. 

▪ Questions? Email me at s.rukh@lse.ac.uk
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